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Jason S. Polley presents: 

 
The Burmese Way and the High Way; Or, 

A Beer a Beer my Freedom for a Beer—A memoir of an aborted deportation 

 
In the spirit of creative criticism and the blending or dissolution of classical genre paradigms—

see, for instance, Stein’s The Autobiography of Alice B Toklas (1933), Faulkner’s Requiem for a Nun 

(1953), Nabokov’s Pale Fire (1962), Hunter S Thompson’s Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas (1971), 

Hayden White’s “The Historical Text as Literary Artifact” (1974), Frey’s A Million Little Pieces (2003), 

Eggers’ A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius (2001), and Affleck’s I’m Still Here (2010)—this 

seminar aims to investigate the means by which I should produce and disseminate the tentatively titled 

text-in-process named just before the beginning of this sentence. That first sentence exposed my strategies 

to all culture freaks and criticism geeks. It, that first sentence, encoded and/or included the following key 

words, some or all of which I hope to address in this interactive—Socratic rather than pontific—seminar:  

-annoyance and reflexivity 

-(auto)biography and masculinity      

-ontogenesis, perpetuation, and social networking engineering 

-satire, the jocoserious, official narratives, disinformation, misprision, and the mockumentary  

-creativity as/and/for criticism  

-literary histories, reception(s), and research 

-Derridean differance and maximalist supplementation  

-Aung San Suu Kyi, “Myanmar,” the Rohingya, and Orwell’s Mawlamyine 

-Huh? Or interpretive communities and the end of the intentional fallacy 

 
Here, overleaf, is how the projected “book,” already drafted, begins. Ought it to “begin” 

otherwise? Why and How? Help, please. And for any and all relief, much thanks:
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The best way 

You 

Yes 

You 

Second person 

 

In mid-writing which is probably only a 

third 

A tenth 

 

At best 

Of the way 

Taoist 

 

Through 

 

With media res 

middle In the 

But 

It’s already not 

Not yet knotted 

 

Guesthouse door 

Knocking 

Tee shirt adorned 

You 

Lungi re-knotting 

Now 

 

* 

 

Take the one by one point five meter sown 

together  

So tubed as a massive pant leg 

Sari-like wrap  you’ve stepped into past 

knees to waistline 

 

Use thumbs pointing down to un-slacken the 

loose  

(Pull right hand right  

left hand left 

Whip-like) 

Bend the inside thumbs into the outside 

 

 

fingers  

Making what would be own-thumb-breaking 

fists 

Return hands to waist center 

Whip-like two and too 

Hips hugged 

Entombed ensconced  

Twist right hand counter  

Anti 

Counter 

Clockwise around left 

The wrap wrapping 

The wrapping wrapping 

Itself below bellybutton  

Wrapping the coil of material 

Tuck the right side inside tautened material 

Knot formingly 

Release right hand  

Grip knot 

 

Tight Lee 

The perpetually drunk and penurious 

Perpetual Lee  

 

Don’t 

 

Utilize 

 

Utilize use 

 

Use  

Use left hand to pull up 

As right grips the knot and pushes 

Thumb knuckles grazing navel 

Tuck the tongue of material into the waist 

Tighter 

 

A tighter belt you will not 

Can’t knot 

 

* 


